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Know & Grow Shrubs 
Webinar Chat Transcript - Answers to questions not covered during live Q&A 
 
The topics were many. We grouped them to make it simpler to find your answers, but 
many of the questions could have fit in multiple categories. So in this document the 
simplest way to find the answers you were waiting for is to choose a category below or 
do a "Find" for a key word, such as spirea, deer, sucker, pest, prune, etc. 
 
spirea   deer    shade    hardiness    pieris    pest & disease    rhododendron & mt. laurel     
 
suckering    sex/male-female issues     quince    pruning    miscellany 
 
 
About spirea 
Q: When do you cut the dwarf spirea down? I was told to cut my spirea 1/3 back each 

winter to control the size. All this time I could've been cutting them down! 
A: End of winter.  
We cut the small, summer-blooming spireas (Spiraea bumalda, S. japonica, hybrids...) 

down to the ground - all the way down; so you can walk on the stubs - in late winter 
just before growth resumes (budbreak). It's the best time for us because the vacancy 
is very short term - new growth quickly fills the void. But timing isn't critical. For 
instance, Marilyn just chatted that she cuts her spireas all the way down in the fall, to 
let her sedums stand out. Sometimes when things get busy in early spring and we 
can't get everything done on schedule we cut them back after budbreak.  

 
If the shrub is healthy it grows back with clean straight stems, blooms a little later than 

it would - which is a plus because June is full of other flowers and we can use the 
extra color in July - and for a year is a bit smaller and tighter in form than otherwise. 

 
Q: Can you cut the non-dwarf spirea down to the ground? 
A: The larger, spring-blooming spireas like bridal wreath and snowmound (S. 

prunifolia, S. thunbergii, S. x vanhouttei) can be cut down if you need to rejuvenate 
them but either wait until after they bloom or accept a year without bloom. They 
flower early on wood that matured the year before. Cut that wood before it blooms 
and the shrub needs the year to get back to blooming.  

 
If we wanted to rejuvenate one of these spring bloomers, we'd forfeit the year's flower 

and cut before budbreak. That timing nets the strongest new growth. 
 
Q: Which spirea is the one with colorful new growth? I love Candy Corn spirea. 
A. Many dwarf spirea varieties have red-orange, chartreuse or gold new growth. Spiraea 

x bumalda 'Gold Flame,' 'Gold Mound', 'Lime Mound' are just three. We aren't 
familiar with 'Candy Corn' to know if it's more colorful. 

(Back to top) 
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About deer and shrubs 
Q: Do deer like Clethra? Shade? 
A: Not sure. We haven't noticed deer homing in on Clethra like they do on favorite foods 

(yew, apple, holly, arborvitae). Shelley has resident deer and just chatted that they 
have not eaten her Clethra, that they will eat a few spirea, but not all. 

 
 Clethra will grow in the shade if the soil is moist. It blooms less there than in sun. 
 
Q: Dogwoods are not deer resistant are they? 
A: We've had a lot of damage to pagoda dogwood (the North American native Cornus 

alternifolia) and some to cornelian cherry (C. mas). We can't recall any specific cases 
of redtwig- or yellowtwig dogwood (C. alba, C. sericea etc.) being eaten but we might 
have simply discounted it if we did see it because we so often cut those colorful-twig 
dogwoods back hard in late winter, anyway. Since we cut everything off it wouldn't 
matter if the deer had started the job for us. 

 
Q: How did you protect the holly you cut down after it was badly buck-rubbed, to keep 

the deer away while it was growing up again? 
A: We didn't protect it. We weren't worried about browsing - the deer had shown no 

preference for browsing that plant. (Deer do eat holly. But deer have local tastes, it 
seems: The deer in neighborhood A may eat X while the deer in neighborhood B 
haven't developed a taste for X. In that garden, the deer left holly alone.) The buck 
that caused the cut-back by breaking all the holly's stems probably chose that shrub 
because its stout, springy canes put up an interesting fight. For a few years as it 
grows back the holly's canes are going to be of little worth to a buck, too thin and 
light to offer rub-worthy resistance. 

 
Q: Will deer eat St. John's wort? 
A: Not that we have seen. 

 
Q: I have a spruce that is growing very well but there is a large bare chunk from the 

ground up about 4 feet that the deer have completely eaten.  Is there a hardy vine 
that I could cover that bare spot with? 

A: You could plant evergreen euonymus (Euonymus fortunei) there, or deciduous 
Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia). Warning: These are big vines. Most 
vines are. They will not stop when they have filled the bare space but will keep on 
growing and could eventually overcome the spruce. Four feet is not really much 
space. One day not too far off your spruce will have wide, descending branches filling 
all the space. Better to wait for that then to plant a vine that may become a 
continuing project to control. 

(Back to top) 
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Shade shrubs and hardiness zones 
Q: Which shrubs are best for shade? 
A: There are many. Yew (Taxus), Lindera (spice bush), snowball- and panicle 

hydrangeas (H. arborescens and H. paniculata), grapeholly (Mahonia), and 
witchhazels (Hamamelis varieties) come first to mind. 

 
Q: Is there an arborvitae that is columnar and good in shade? 
A: Arborvitae is not good in shade. Half shade, maybe, but expect it then to be thin. The 

standard (not the compact form of) grapeholly (Mahonia aquifolium) is upright in 
habit and quite good in shade. Yews are good in shade if deer are not a problem and 
there are columnar yews. Hicks yew (Taxus x media 'Hicksii') grows to about 8' wide 
and 20' high. Another variety of yew (T. x media 'Degroot's Spire) is much narrower 
(3' x  15') but not commonly available. 

 
Q: Can Mahonia take any sun, if so how long? 
A: Oregon grapeholly (Mahonia aquifolium) can grow in full sun but that's not ideal if 

that means the plant will be in the wind and sun during winter. Grapeholly leaves are 
likely to dry and fall off of a plant that spends winter in a windy, sunny spaces. 

 
Q: Can you say which plants are okay in Zone 4? What about adding sun or shade advice 

on the list? 
A: We have put it on our to-do list, to expand the information on the Know & Grow 

Shrubs notetaking outline. It isn't a high priority, however. Not to make light of your 
request, just being honest. It takes time to develop detailed lists and we've opted to 
put our time into showing you what the shrubs on our list truly look like, how they 
behave, what light situations they prefer and give you ideas for using them. 
Hardiness zones are standard information in plant encyclopedias and catalogs. What 
we show is the stuff you won't find so easily, and in showing you the plants in situ we 
are letting you decide if they will serve for you in particular spaces. 

(Back to top) 
 
 
Pieris japonica/ Andromeda 
Q: My japonica used to bloom every year, but more recently seems to bloom every other 

year.  Any idea why that might happen? 
A: Where it's healthy, Pieris japonica blooms reliably every year. Something about the 

environment must have changed to turn yours into an alternate-year bloomer. 
Perhaps the wind patterns changed so there is more drying wind in winter and the 
flower buds desiccate. Maybe the new growth in late spring, which should be forming 
the flower buds for the next year, is sometimes being set back by drought or pruning 
shears. Take note of its growing conditions throughout the upcoming year and 
whether flower buds set or not and you may discover the key. 

(Back to top) 
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Pest and disease control - various species 
Q: How do you deal with boxwood bugs? 
A: Depends. If it is boxwood leaf miner, we try to remove all the infested foliage in late 

winter when the larvae are inside the leaves and the damage is clearly visible. We 
destroy those clippings which decimates that year's miner population. Then we 
watch in June when the survivors are adults flying, mating and laying eggs. They, 
too, are clearly visible as gnats that emerge and hover a moment when the plant is 
disturbed. If there are many, we might follow up with an insecticide. 

 
 Another boxwood bug pest is boxwood psyllid, which sucks on the new growth, 

cupping and discoloring the foliage at branch tips. If we see much of that damage we 
might shift our pruning time from August to late winter so we remove many tips 
before they open. That's because the psyllid eggs are there inside the buds, protected 
and waiting to hatch at budbreak. Then if we saw significant damage was still 
developing as the spring progressed we might use an insecticidal soap or 
horticultural oil on the foliage to reduce the number of pests before they reach egg-
laying stage in July. 

 
 Mites are not bugs but they are another common pest of boxwood. They tend to 

cause trouble on boxwoods that have been repeatedly sheared without thinning. 
Pruning properly to thin the plant, let air in, and rinsing the interior with plain water 
controls boxwood mites. 

 
Q: How to deal with the brown spot (fungus) that shows on red twig dogwood in 

summer, with significant leaf loss too? I hear J & S about the need to not infect the 
wood, by pruning carefully, when it's dry, and with very clean clippers. But the 
leaves! 

A: The fungus that causes the leaf spot also infects young stems. forming cankers that 
can kill whole branches. So it is important to control the leaf spot. Most of the leaf 
spot we have seen on these dogwoods is environmentally caused. The shrubs are 
stressed because they are growing in a dry space - these species are native to moist 
areas, even marshy ground. Or the shrubs are stressed by being grown in shade - 
they are full sun plants. Stress opens the door for disease. 

 
Q: What about viburnum leaf beetle? Mine are dying cuz of them! Grrrrr. 
A: We have written off smooth-leaf viburnums for the time being because we do not 

want to saddle any one or be saddled with the continual use of insecticide necessary 
to protect them from this pest. We plant only the fuzzy leaf viburnum species, which 
the beetles do not thrive on. In time, native predators may begin to control viburnum 
leaf beetle. We hope so. 

 
Q: What is the right time to clean azalea leaves to disrupt lace bug? 
A: A few days after the new leaves develop. The adult lace bugs overwinter nearby - bark 

crevices, for instance - and come out at budbreak to lay eggs on the new leaves' 
undersides. Those eggs hatch a few days later. That's the time to use a strong stream 
of water to knock the nymphs down, or insecticidal soap to disintegrate their 
exoskeletons. Aim at leaf undersides and whatever you do, repeat it twice more, 
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waiting a few days between treatments because the eggs will be of various ages 
spread over a week or more. 

(Back to top) 
 
 
Suckering shrub issues 
Q:  Sweetspire can tolerate standing water for days - loves wet feet. 
A: True. Itea virginica, Virginia sweetspire, is native along stream banks. But it does not 

like stagnant water. It's well aerated water that keeps running to a stream bank and 
then over the edge (but still within the soil) into the stream. 

 
Q: I love all the shrubs, but as I age (66), I find that I don't want to spend all my time 

pruning, especially suckering shrubs! Can you do a lesson on shrubs that are smaller 
(for urban landscaping) and easier to take care  of? 

A: We have a Naturalizing Shrubs webinar coming up in our 2021-2022 season. Ease of 
care is one of the main criteria in that shrub line-up. 

 
 However, many shrubs that naturalize - take care of themselves - are suckering 

species. The trick is to plant them where they can be allowed to sucker. 
 
 Also, "smaller" is very limiting, if that means 3'. We plant long-lived perennials in 

many such places - peonies, goatsbeard, bush clover... 
 
Q: Sweetshrub suckering....do you cut the old wood in center? How to stop suckering? 
A: When we plant, or take on the care of, something that suckers where there is no space 

for suckering, we do remove some old wood from the center on a regular basis. We 
also remove all suckers beyond the site's limit. There is no stopping a suckering 
species from suckering. What is important is to remember that the plant needs to 
grow new canes to be healthy, so if you continually remove perimeter suckers you 
must also remove some old wood to make room for central suckers. Sweetshrub 
(Calycanthus floridus) as it is in currently produced varieties, is much larger and 
faster growing than what we learned of the species decades ago. We are still learning 
how to tame these modern cultivars. Stay tuned. 

(Back to top) 
 
 
Rhododendron, Mt. laurel 
Q: A friend uses a pine oil spray every fall to keep plant foliage from desiccating.  Do you 

recommend that for rhododendrons? 
A: We've never used oil as a winter anti-desicant. We will have to look into it but at first 

thought it seems like the oil would evaporate from the foliage too quickly to do as 
much good as the waxy preparations such as Wiltpruf. Wiltpruf can help plants on 
the edge keep moisture in their leaves, and so it's used in winter on broadleaf 
evergreens and in summer on some food crops being grown in very dry climates. 
(U.S. southwest, Israel...) Applied as winter begins and reapplied during a February 
thaw, it can make a big difference. 
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 However, we would rather see rhododendrons planted where they will simply not be 
subject to drying out in winter, and let the gardener have a restful off-season. 

 
Q: Quick tips for Mountain laurel (Kalmia)? 
A: Pretend it's a rhododendron. Loose, moist, acid, organic-rich soil, lots of light but no 

wind and no wide temperature swings. Mulch with acid-reaction cocoa hulls, coffee 
grounds or finely shredded bark plus a handful of soil sulfur. 

(Back to top) 
 
 
Sex issues/ Male and female shrubs  
Q: About Lindera, confused if I really need male/female to get good fruit.  I can't seem 

to find both. 
A: What a surprise! We never thought about spicebush (Lindera benzoin) as a dioecious 

species but you are absolutely right. Each spicebush is either male or female. On a 
male the flowers all bear pollen but cannot produce fruit. A female shrub has 
pollenless flowers that can develop into fruit if a male spicebush is nearby to 
contribute pollen. 

 
 The plants are not sold as male or female, probably because people have not 

clamored for the fruit. Yet we would like to have the fruit, which birds eat in winter. 
So we must buy multiple plants and hope some are male, some female - we will know 
when we see their flowers. Or we must buy the plants when they are blooming in 
very early spring so we can look at the flowers. If the flower has pollen, and we need 
a male, that's the one we buy. If we need a female we choose one with pollen-less 
flowers. They are tiny flowers on a spicebush but their sex is obvious.  

 
Q: Does the male ilex/holly need to be the same variety for females to bear berries? 
A: It should be the same species. Various hollies can interbreed but the cross pollination 

is a chance thing and what is best for fruit production is a sure thing. Within each 
species there are recommended male-female pairs, such as male winterberry (Ilex 
verticillata) 'Apollo' for female 'Sparkleberry" and male 'Blue Prince' I. x meserveae 
for female 'Blue Princess.' These partners are selected in part for reliably blooming 
together and sometimes, too, for compatible appearance. 

 
Q: Do you need male and female pieris? 
A: No. Pieris japonica is a monoecious species, meaning pollen production and seed 

production both happen in one plant. However, even if it was a dioecious species - 
separate male/pollen and female/seed producing plants - we would probably be 
happy with a single plant of either sex. That's because we grow Pieris not for fruit but 
for flower, leaf and form. Those things are there in both sexes. 

(Back to top) 
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Quince 
Q: Are quince prone to any disease?  Mine wasn't happy last year. 
A; Quince is in the rose family and subject to many of the problems you might see on 

rose bushes, crabapples, peach and cherry trees. That includes black spot, scab, 
mildew, rust, fire blight.  

 
Q: My quince is upright, does not sucker. Maybe cuz its in part sun/part shade? 
A: Or is it the tree quince, Cydonia oblonga? The shrubs we described are Chaenomeles 

species. These share a common name with the tree, and grow in the same hardiness 
zones, although the tree species is rarely planted, the shrub species more common. 

(Back to top) 
 
 
Pruning/ When & how to prune 
Q: Can the nana falsecypress be gently pruned?  I have two beautiful shrubs that are 

outgrowing their place. 
A: Certainly. Prune it! At GardenAtoZ.org, search chamaecyparis prune for illustrated 

articles. 
 
Q: For an overgrown lilac, would you recommend cutting it all the way to the ground or 

just a few trunks at a time? 
A: Maybe. If it's a healthy overgrown lilac, if we can accept the necessity of thinning out 

the forest of new canes that will erupt, and if we can bear being without lilac flowers 
for 2 or 3 years, we'd cut it to the ground all at once. Any time of year. 

 
 If it's a lilac that has only old, thick trunks, evidence of lilac borer and no suckering 

from the roots, we'd cut half the trunks this year and not cut the rest until new canes 
develop from the roots. 

 
 If we do not want to go without flowers for several years, we'd cut a third of the main 

canes to the ground this year, a third next year and the remainder of the old trunks 
in year three. By that third year the suckers that developed to replace the first trunks 
we removed, will be coming of age to bloom, 

 
Q: How should birdsnest spruce be pruned? If your birdsnest has already gotten too big, 

and you can't cut back to bare wood... what then? 
A: Please go too GardenAtoZ.org and search birdsnest prun for illustrated directions. In 

a nutshell, cut the widest and tallest branches back every two years, cutting each 
time to just outside a needled side branch 

 
 What to do with a birdsnest spruce that has no needled wood within your desired 

height- and width outline? Start over with new plants. Consider digging and 
transplanting the overgrown shrub. They move well. 

 
Q: When and how hard can you prune the St. John's Wort? Would like to keep under 3'. 
A: The Hypericums bloom on new wood so you can prune them as we showed you in 

Know & Grow Shrubs, cutting down most or all of the canes in early spring. Or you 
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can let the shrub grow until it reaches 3' and then begin cutting out the oldest wood 
each spring. 

 
Q: Winterberry holly. Can you cut back to the ground? What's the best way to rejuvenate 

it? 
A: You can cut it but you will not have flowers or berries for two years. We rejuvenate it 

as for most shrubs, by removing some of the oldest wood every year or so, making 
room for new growth. 

 
Q: Meserve hollies along N side of house get leggy, about 5 feet tall. Concerned about 

pruning and how long it will take to fill back in... 
A: A shrub that is leggy is stretching to the light. No amount of pruning will cause it to 

leaf out more densely, unless that pruning is to overhanging trees and results in 
more light. 

 
Q: My meserveae hollies want to grow wide rather than tall. When and how to prune to 

encourage taller growth? 
A: You might have to change varieties. Some varieties' habit is wider than tall, others are 

taller than wide. 'Blue Girl' tends to be more upright than 'Blue Princess.'  
 
Q: What about pruning columnar arborvitae? 
A: Illustrated articles at GardenAtoZ.org. Search arborvitae prun. 
 
Q: Is pruning okay for Atlantic white cedar, and is it also important for it like the Hinoki 

falsecypress to be adding water every chance you can get? 
A: Prune Chamaecyparis thyoides, the Atlantic white cedar, as shown for arborvitae and 

falsecypress at GardenAtoZ.org. Atlantic white cedar does prefer moist soil so the 
bowl-of-water-a-day routine we described for Hinoki falsecypress is good to do if you 
are not growing this plant in a naturally moist place such as along a creek or 
lakeside. 

 
Q: When is a good time to prune rose of Sharon?  How far back can you go? 
A: Any time. We prune before budbreak, in April. Cut as hard as you like, even to the 

ground. Expect about 3' of growth. 
 
Q: When you cut to the ground the large stems on the red twig dogwood, does that 

center fill-in again? 
A: When the dormant buds under the bark of cut stubs are all equally lit and warmed by 

the sun, they all sprout. So if you cut all the canes to ground level all the stubs sprout 
and all have room to grow. If the center canes are decrepit, if any of the canes are old 
and weak, they may not sprout but canes nearby will sprout and will grow best where 
competition is least - where nothing else is growing. So the new growth will fill all the 
available space. 

(Back to top) 
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Miscellany 
Q: I need a plant barrier for under a tulip tree, about 4' high.  Any recommendations? 
A: I hope you will ask this question again in some live webinar because we do not know 

what you mean. So sorry we ran out of time and so could not ask you for 
clarification! 

 
Q: I want to learn how to grow for and make wattle! 
A: We have before and will again schedule some Garden by Janet and Steven wattle 

weaving workshops. Watch our calendar ("About Us" section, "Webinars, calendar, 
appearances" page) and newsletters. We're glad you want to learn. We have 
published wattle weaving directions, too. Search wattle at GardenAtoZ.org 

 
Q: Is it risky to transplant the shrubs you have talked about. I have some but they seem 

to be in the wrong place or too close together. 
A: Transplanting is never risk-free but when the new site is better for the plant we 

always think the risk is worthwhile. 
 
Q: Is there any Rose of Sharon without seeds? We took the RofS out of this yard the 

second we bought the house and I pulled seedlings FOR THREE YEARS AFTER! 
A: There are some sterile Hibiscus syriacus, double-flowered varieties such as 

'Aphrodite' and 'Blue Chiffon.' This is a desirable characteristic. The catalog or plant 
tag will crow about it. 

 
Q: Many of these shrubs are natives. Do they need regular fertilization? 
A: If the soil is infertile, yes. Fertilization should address soil nutrient deficiencies. It's 

not something linked to particular species or plant communities. 
 
Q: The books say it can grow in the dry shade for bottlebrush, is that true? I don't have 

water out front, so it would need to survive on just rain. 
A: Water it to get it established. Bucket water to it and form a soil levee, a watering ring, 

around it so you can dump the bucket and know the water remains in the root zone. 
Once established, meaning its annual growth rate reaches species norm of 12" or 
more, it's quite drought tolerant. 

 
Q: What makes a good organic mulch? 
A: Fall leaves. Compost. Ground peanut shells. Cocoa hulls. Pine needles. Coffee 

grounds. 
 
Q: Which Cornus have the most vibrant colors? 
A: We like Cornus 'Cardinal' best. 
(Back to top) 
 


